Aiming Human Bocavirus VP-2 protein via combination of pharmacophore, molecular docking and ADME-toxicity methodologies for the identification of optimized and potent drug candidate.
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Abstract

Human bocavirus (HBoV) belongs to a parvoviridae family. It has been detect primarily in children with acute lower respiratory tract infection, but its occurrence, clinical profile, and role as a causative agent of respiratory tract disease are not clear. Currently, there is no treatment or vaccination. The leading objectives of the study were to describe the Human bocavirus VP 2 protein structure and its properties and discover the possible small molecule that can be additional use as a possible new drug candidate for dealing with infection produced by Human bocavirus 1. Small molecules were used as ligands and molecular dockings were made with the assistance of docking tool i.e., AutoDock. The molecule presenting the finest binding energies (zinc64624173 -7.99, zinc4099018 -7.88 and zinc64624174 -7.87) were used a possible new drug candidate. These possible drug candidates used to produce a pharmacophore model for small molecule ligands with the support of LigandScout software. Then pharmacophore based virtual screening was done against the already formed ligand library from ZINC database, so we get the finest hits or leads for our pharmacophore molecules. These hits or leads has been use as ligands and then exposed to molecular docking. The finest molecule was ZINC72330347-10.29 (Binding Energy) was found, after getting the best hits ADMET was analysis. Those molecules can use as an inhibitor to Human bocavirus VP 2 protein.
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Introduction

In 2005, Allander et al. [1] described the discovery of a new virus in paediatric respiratory nasopharyngeal aspirates, which knows as human bocavirus (HBoV) and was shown to remain a member of the parvovirus family. Three additional species, titled HBoV2–4, recognized subsequently. Former studies have shown that HBoV1 is a causative agent of respiratory symptoms in children and adults. HBoV2 and similarly HBoV3 were related to gastroenteritis but HBoV2 was predominant [2]. At present, the most common technique for diagnosis of HBoV is PCR, which is only available in research laboratories. There are not any standardized or FDA-approved assays for HBoV and the finest primer set and methodology has not been conclusively established [3]. From literature it was found that virus protein 2 presented major immunoreactivity [4]. The mode of infection of human bocavirus remains unfamiliar resulting ambiguity. Human bocavirus affects the human respiratory tract and it replicates in epithelial cells. In animals, it is found in respiratory and gut epithelium and lymphoid tissues.

In this study, we have used small molecules as ligands. Small molecules deliver the ideal platform for iterative methods to the design of inhibitors of a particular bacterial target protein, through structure-based drug design [5]. Small molecules are essential molecules and are important in regulating many biological processes. The tools of molecular biology have dramatically improved the discovery and development of fresh biopharmaceuticals. The most observable difference between small-molecule drugs (SMDs) and biomolecular drugs is size, like the difference in weight between a bicycle and a business jet [6]. Secondary metabolites use as Small molecules like Alkaloids, Glycoside, Lipids, Non-ribosomal peptides, Phenazines, Natural phenols (including flavonoids), Polyketide, Terpenes, including steroids, Tetrapyrroles [6]. We cannot perform lackhs of molecules docking it will take time. Pharmacophore modelling can be used to find out similar molecule. Pharmacophore modelling is done with the help of LigandScout [7]. Pharmacophore models have shown to be an actual comprehensive and thus influential representation of small molecule binding [8]. The ligand-based method inherently involves the flexible alignment of molecules, which, on the single hand, can be completed simply by taking into account atom helps or through other methods that are dissimilar to pharmacophore representations [9]. Pharmacophore modeling and virtual screening is a low-cost
and fast substitute powerful tool to recognize the potential lead for several targets. Therefore, in this study, ligand and structure-based pharmacophore models were generated and validated by the test and decoy sets in a wide range of applications. Virtual screening was established to be successful method especially when shared with molecular docking studies [10]. Docking used to predict the certain conformation and binding free energy of small molecules toward the target. Single docking experiments remain useful for exploring the function of the target, and virtual screening, in which a huge library of compounds are docked and ranked, may remain used to identify new inhibitors for drug development [11]. For molecular docking between receptor and ligand used AUTODOCK and RACCOON tools. The ADMET studies done using ilab.acdlabs.com online tool for targeted compound. That studies shows that compounds could be exploited as oral drug candidate [12].

Material and Methodology

Target selection

Innate immunity plays an important role in defending host from invading pathogens. IFNs are induce to antiviral response that can defend host from invading pathogen. From literature we found that when human bocavirus attack on the host then VP2 protein of HBoV inhibit the function of Retinoic Acid–Inducible Gene-1 (RIG-1), that RIG-1 protein activate the IFNs promoters [13]. In addition, from UNIPROT database [14] found that VP2 protein helps in making of capsid of virus. Therefore, we have targeted Human bocavirus VP2 protein to design a novel drug. Human bocavirus belongs to parvoviridae family. VP2 protein sequence obtained from NCBI in FASTA format of 542 amino acid long, and accession number was AGL08709.1 [15].

Protein structure prediction

Protein structure prediction of Human Bocavirus VP2 protein was done with the assistance of Modeller tool to understand its physicochemical properties. Modeller is most commonly used tool for prediction of protein structure. It supports us to find the 3D structure of protein [16]. Thus, it helps us to study the properties of the protein structure. We have used the Max Planck Modeller (https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/modeller) [17] to design a 3D structure of target (Figure 1).

Pocket detection: To perform docking on any target molecule, it is very important to recognise active site of that molecule. Sites of activity in proteins generally lie in cavities. The shape and size of protein cavities control the three-dimensional geometry of ligands that can strongly bind there; i.e., they must fit proper similar to a hand in a glove. Therefore, a minimal requirement for drug activity is that the molecule sterically fit the area of hidden volume carving the active site cavity, through approximately allowance for induced fit [18]. There are several commonly used methodologies including which our used SiteHound-web tool. The SiteHound algorithm finds potential ligand binding sites by identifying regions characterized by promising non-bonded interactions with a chemical probe [19]. Presently, a ‘Carbon’ probe and a ‘Phosphate’ probe are available for the identification of binding sites for drug-like molecules, and ligands containing phosphate groups, separately [20]. SiteHound can help to find to potential binding site where drug can bind.

Molecular docking

The mechanism of binding of drug with the target protein is called docking [21]. The docking can be used to find inhibitors for specific target proteins and thus to design new stable drugs from docking results [22]. Docking can calculated by binding energy. In this project, we have used AutoDock software for docking. AutoDock is a suite of free open-source software for the computational docking and virtual screening of small molecules to macromolecular receptors. The suite currently includes several complementary tools: in which we have used AutoDock (a computational docking program based on an empirical free-energy force field and rapid Lamarckian genetic algorithm search method [23]) and Raccoon (an interactive graphical tool for virtual screening and analysis [11]) tool. We used Human bocavirus VP2 protein as a receptor. Small molecules and zinc database molecules as ligands.

Pharmacophore model preparation

Pharmacophore designing is the early step before starting the screening. The pharmacophore modal is created using our LigandScout software [8]. LigandScout software can assist to screen out molecule from the pharmacophore model. Virtual screening recognized as one of the most important computational technique used to separate from unwanted molecules within compound libraries, which has done as early as possible in order to reduce drug discovery costs. This method simply can built into an automatic workflow environment. LigandScout software tool that allows to fast and transparently deriving Ligand-based pharmacophores from structural data of macromolecule/ligand complexes in a fully automated and appropriate way. LigandScout starts with a macromolecule/ligand complex and automatically detects bound ligands generating a standard residue around the non-standard residues [24].

For Designing a Pharmacophore model, use the best three small molecules on the bases of binding energy with target. Ligand-ligand pharmacophore used to make pharmacophore model. Further generating the pharmacophore model this same tool used to perform virtual screening of the pharmacophore against already created ligand library of approximately nine lakh ligand molecules each obtained from ZINC database. We got 22010 ligands from virtual screening again these ligands against already created ligand library of approximately nine lakh ligand molecules each obtained from ZINC database. We got 22010 ligands from virtual screening against already created ligand library of approximately nine lakh ligand molecules each obtained from ZINC database. We got 22010 ligands from virtual screening again these ligands were subjected to docking with Human bocavirus VP2 protein. From that, the ligands with the best minimum binding energies selected for further studies.

ADME-Tox analysis: After docking ADME analysis and toxicity prediction done. An important step remains in the drug
discovery method, mostly in the advanced stages of lead discovery, is analysis of the ADME and over toxicity properties of drug candidates. Over 50% of the molecules unsuccessful due to ADMET deficiencies during development. To evade this failure at the development, a set of in vitro ADME screens has been implemented in most pharmaceutical companies with the purpose of removal compounds in the discovery stage that are likely to fail further down the line. PreADME is suitable for high throughput screening and combinatorial chemistry library design considering the Lipinski’s rule or lead-like rule, drug absorption and water solubility [25]. We used the PreADMET (http://preadmet.bmdrc.kr/) tool [26]. The PreADMET program provides rapid and reliable data of drug-likeness and ADME properties [27].

Result

*Human bocavirus* 1 vp2 protein 3D structure was not available on PDB database [28]. Than vp2 protein sequence retrieve from NCBI [29]. Than to design, a 3D structure of protein used Max Planck modeller online tool (https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/modeller) [17]. 3D structure of protein showing into Figure 1.

To perform docking on any target molecule, it is very important to recognise active site of that molecule, where ligands will attach. We found out the active site of the *human bocavirus* VP2 protein by the help of SiteHound-web tool. the active sites are as follows GLN 101, SER 103, GLU 174, ASP 175, VAL 176, MET 177, PRO 178, ASP179, LEU 180, LYS 153, THR 184, TRP 185, LYS 186, GLN 361, THR 362, PRO 363, GLU 507, TYR 522, GLN 524. Further finding the active site of *Human bocavirus* VP2 protein molecular docking performed by total 126 small molecules as ligands and *Human bocavirus* 1 VP2 protein as target (Table 1 and Figure 2).

**Table 1. Human bocavirus VP2 protein molecular docking top result.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no</th>
<th>Small molecule ligands</th>
<th>Binding energies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ZINC64624173</td>
<td>-7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ZINC40999018</td>
<td>-7.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first three ligand molecules having the most minimum binding energies given bellow were used to create pharmacophore model. Before creating pharmacophore model minimize the molecule energy through LigandScout software. Than pharmacophore model created through first three molecule ZINC64624173 (OLEANANE), ZINC4099018 (RHODAMINE 123) and ZINC64624174 (HOPANE). Total 9-lac molecules library created from zinc database. This library screen out through pharmacophore model by LigandScout software. Total 22010 ligands library created. We performed a molecular docking of all 22010 ligands with VP2 protein. Finally, we got the result showing 10 best ligands molecules on basis of binding energy. If campare between both result of small molecules and molecules get from pharmacophore modelling than result from pharmacophore modelling was better. From small molecules got lowest binding energy was.
-7.99 (ZINC64624173) (Table 1) and molecules from pharmacophore models gets lowest energy -10.29(ZINC72330347) (Table 2) which is showing much more higher energy comparative small molecules that mean that molecule will show higher stability. The ligands we got form the pharmacophore screening shows the best binding energies, hence are used for the further studies.

**Table 2. Best ten ligands were selected for ADME-Tox Analysis.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.no</th>
<th>ZINC ID</th>
<th>Chemical structure</th>
<th>Binding energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zinc72330347</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
<td>-10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zinc12606400</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
<td>-9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Zinc72330345</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
<td>-9.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Zinc15670620</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
<td>-9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Zinc72330338</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Chemical structure" /></td>
<td>-9.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of 10 molecules compounds from pharmacophore model result (Tables 3A and 3B) predicted about ADMET (Adsorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity) through Pre-ADMET software [27]. ADME-Tox analysis was performed on the above ligands was done with the help of online tool Pre-Admet (https://preadmet.bmdrc.kr/) [26] and following results were obtained.

**Table 3. ADME analysis of best dock molecules.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno.</th>
<th>ZINC ID'S</th>
<th>ADME PROPERTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zinc72330347</td>
<td>8.9202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zinc12606400</td>
<td>2.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Zinc72330345</td>
<td>8.9208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Zinc15670620</td>
<td>2.3804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Zinc72330338</td>
<td>7.98312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zinc23078235</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Zinc04015296</td>
<td>0.9888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Zinc04702789</td>
<td>3.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Zinc02964193</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Zinc723303541</td>
<td>9.926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the following result, we studied their ADME properties, drug likeness and toxicity. All The ligand molecules displayed high absorption in central nervous system except for ZINC23078235 showed minimum absorption in the central nervous system. All the molecules show high human intestinal absorption except ZINC04015296 and low permeability was seen in CaCO-2 test of ZINC04015296 and ZINC02964193 show low permeability. In drug likeness ZINC23078235 molecules fail to follow Lipinski rule of 5. All ligand molecules are in mid-structure range. In toxicity test ZINC15670620, ZINC23078235, ZINC04702789 ligand molecules failed in the WDI (World Drug Index) and in AMES test ZINC15670620, ZINC72330338 ZINC04015296 are not mutagenic. The ligand molecule ZINC72330347, ZINC72330345, ZINC04015296, ZINC02964193, ZINC72330341 displayed non-carcinogenicity in Rat and Mouse respectively. Considering the ADMET results and minimum binding energies, we can consider ZINC72330347, ZINC12606400, ZINC72330345, ZINC72330338 and ZINC723303541 to be investigational new drug candidate for treatment infection caused by Human bocavirus 1. However, after in wet analysis can say that which molecule out of 10 can be used as a drug molecules.
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